Different effects of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in artificial and in environmental mixtures on the free living nematode C. elegans.
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are known to exert mutagenic and carcinogenic effects. Research on extracted organic matter (EOM) from environmental mixtures has indicated several mechanisms of intracellular damage in living organisms. The toxic effect of environmental pollutants is usually assessed on cell systems or in single species. We used the model organism Caenorhabditis elegans to compare the effect of synthetic PAHs with that of the EOM from environmental mixtures. The biological effect was measured by monitoring the expression level of some crucial genes, sensitive parameters of the organism's response. The results indicate the ability of C. elegans to counteract damage by mounting a stress-response only in the presence of EOM. On the other hand the exposure of C. elegans to a mixture of synthetic PAHs determines the silencing of the transcriptional machinery, thus preventing the synthesis of proteins that are important for both the damage repair mechanism and survival itself. The results strongly indicate that the study of environmental toxicant effects at the molecular level may provide information on their mechanism of action.